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Abstract

A new geometrical approach in solving the shape from shading prob-
lem of Lambertian model is discussed. It is shown that this problem
is bound by two local constraints through the global and local geo-
metrical analysis and through the direct geometrical interpretation of
the problem. The analytical solutions, which are C1 continuous and
which have two degrees of freedom due to the non-linear property of
the problem, are derived. This proves existence and non-uniqueness of
the solution.

1 Introduction

Shape From Shading (SFS) problem of Lambertian reectance model[11] is clas-
si�ed as a classical problem in nonlinear Partial Di�erential Equation (PDE) of
�rst order

F (X;Y;Z; p; q) = 0; p � ZX ; q � ZY (1)

requiring the formal assumption of F 2
p + F 2

q 6= 0 and C2 continuity of F at each
local point and in some neighborhood of this point for the existence of solution[17,
21, 20]. This problem is interpreted geometrically, in X,Y ,Z space, as �nding
the C2 continuous surface Z(X;Y ), contacted by local tangent patch which has
normal vector (p; q;-1) and which satis�es eq. (1).
This problem is a widely studied one in mathematics, physics, and computer

vision. Traditional approach based on Characteristic Strip Expansion Method
(CSEM) is already well known in di�erential geometry[22, 23, 12] and PDE[6,
7, 24, 25]. Recently, viscosity solution[2, 3, 21] and/or Level Curve Propagating
Method[19, 20] (LCPM) have been introduced for overcoming the defects of CSEM.
However, all these ways are basically similar in the fact of globally propagating
from a known initial condition, i.e. a non-characteristic curve or a singular point.
Typically, in computer vision, there have been two types of numerical approach-

es, optimizing approach and geometrical one, employed in the solution of the SFS
problem(see [10, 26] for typical approaches). Numerous optimizing techniques for
overcoming ill-constrained nature of the problem have been tried by iterative-
ly minimizing a cost function which basically describes the di�erences between
the model and observed image. The main problem of these approaches is that
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Figure 1: A level curve existing on
a equal height plane ��pl;ql

, and corre-
sponding iso-intensity curve existing on
image plane.
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Figure 2: A family of cones existing on
a level curve. Upper cone is the solu-
tion of ~n. Lower one, the solution of ~h
is called the Monge cone and contacts
tangent surface.

these usually require a lots of iterations without guarantee of convergence. Ge-
ometrical approaches, a way of directly solving this problem, have been started
from CSEM[9], and an analysis about properties of characteristic strip has been
studied by [17]. Recently, the number of iterations have been considerably re-
duced by introducing stable approaches based on viscosity solution[21] and/or
LCPM[1, 20, 14].
Nevertheless, we believe that the study about uniqueness and existence of ana-

lytical solution of SFS problem have not been fully proceeded until now regardless
of recent works[17, 18, 5, 16]. This topic about existence and uniqueness will be
discussed based on a revised geometrical interpretation of the SFS problem by
assuming known position of light source, normalized albedo, and the orthographic
projection.
The concept of global solution and the existence of local solution will be dis-

cussed in Sect. 2. The C1 continuous analytical solution will be derived in Sect. 3,
being immediately followed by discussions in Sect.4.

2 Concept of geometrical solution

Let ~n de�ned by (p; q;-1) be the normal vector of a point (X;Y;Z) existing on

C2 continuous and compact surface, ~L de�ned by (pl; ql;-1) the position vector of
a light source, then, Lambertian reectance Ro(X;Y ) is described as

Ro(X;Y ) = ~L � ~n = cos � =
1 + plp+ qlqp

1 + p2l + q2l
p
1 + p2 + q2

; (2)

where � denotes the angle intersected by ~L and ~n. The purpose of SFS approach
is to recover the surface Z(X;Y ), or exactly the tangent surface of Z(X;Y ), using
Ro(X;Y ) and existing constraint(s).
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Figure 3: A paired-family of envelop
curves contacted by circles, i.e. a part
of cone (upper), and envelop surfaces
contacted by a family of Monge cones
which corresponds to tangent surface
(lower).
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Figure 4: One of tangent and normal
surfaces generated by envelop surfaces.
The extents of two surfaces are deter-
mined by the length of each normal vec-
tor existing on a level curve, that is
by the separation of two adjacent equal
height planes.

2.1 Concept of global solution

As has been discussed in previous researches[1, 20, 14], there exist a parameter-
family of planes ��pl;ql

having equal height in the direction of light source due to the
constant angle � on each plane as is shown in Fig. 1. The edge of continuous surface
cut by a equal height plane becomes a continuously connected spatial curve, i.e. the
level curve. Each level curve has a corresponding iso-intensity contour on projected
image plane (Fig. 1). At each point (X;Y;Z), a tangent vector ~t of level curve,

another vector ~h existing in the direction of steepest descent/ascent variation of
depth, and the normal vector ~n constitute locally orthogonal coordinate system;
and vectors ~t and ~h de�ne corresponding tangent patch. Classical CSEM is a
way which recovers the tangent surface in the direction of ~h[17]. Whereas LCPM

is another way which expands level curves in the direction of ~h by curvature
dependent speed of time for the recovery of tangent surface[20, 14].
Regardless of the ways of propagation, we should rely on a constraint: the

angle � � cos�1 (~L � ~n�. Then the solution of ~n determined using Ro(X;Y ) and ~L
becomes a ambiguous cone at each point (X;Y;Z)[14]. Consequently, the solution

of ~h becomes another cone as is shown in Fig. 2. This cone, generated by ~h which
contacts the tangent surface, is called the Monge cone (see pp.24-33 of [7] for
detail). A cone is composed of stacked circles, and a family of circles having their
center on a continuous curve is contacted by two envelop curves as is shown in
Fig. 3. A family of circles, when each circle is a sliced edge of Monge cone, is
contacted by a family of envelop curves at a proportionally given distance from
the center of each cone. Since each cone has non-zero length determined by the
length of normal vector, the stack of envelop curves becomes a paired family of
envelop surfaces having angle � � � of separation by the de�nition of the Monge
cone. The envelop surfaces are the solution of this SFS problem as is shown in Fig.
4 because each envelop surface, at all point of a level curve, satis�es the condition
of all Monge cones, i.e. the solution of eq. (2), simultaneously.
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Figure 5: Local tangent patches �p;q ex-
isting on a level curve of equal height
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Figure 6: Two constraints, angles � and
�, de�ning the SFS problem geometri-
cally.

Typically two tangent surfaces can be obtained between two adjacent planes of
level curves. The integration of one set of tangent surfaces generally gives unique
solution of continuous surface Z(X;Y ) in LCPM when there is no topological

change because the freedom of selecting the orientation of three vectors (~n;~t;~h)
doesn't change the shape of integrated surface although it changes the propagat-
ing direction, downward or upward, of level curves. However, it is distinct that
we always have two possible solutions of resultant surface as already discussed in
[1, 17] because the distinguishability of correct solution between two is not guar-
anteed. Generally, the existence of the solution at singular points and in occluding
boundary is not guaranteed by the global approach[21, 20].

2.2 Existence of local solution

The existence of global solution comes from the compact existence of Monge cones
on a level curve. This means that the SFS problem is bound by two constraints,
i.e. the intersection angle � and the continuity, not by one constraint.
A local tangent patch, de�ned by the envelop surface of at least two Monge

cones, exists at any point on a level curve due to the continuity of this curve.
As is shown in Fig. 5, this patch �p;q has angle � of intersection w.r.t. the plane
��pl;ql which is bound by this curve. This is a local interpretation of the global
concept of solution. Therefore, each patch �p;q is constrained by angle � which
can be determined from eq. (2), by X,Y position, and by a iso-intensity curve
which corresponds to the projected curve of each level curve. The direction of ~t,
which can be obtained from this iso-intensity curve, �rst �xes the axis of rotation
of a tangent patch; then this patch is rotated w.r.t. the plane ��pl;ql

by this axis to
the amount of angle ��. This rotation provides unique existence of local solution
having two degrees of freedom.
Although the patch �p;q is constrained by the plane ��pl;ql

, it doesn't mean

that the corresponding normal vector ~n is variant w.r.t. the variation of ~L. The
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Figure 7: De�nition of angle � along CW direction.

variants are both the angle � and the direction of ~t, i.e. the level curve, because the
geometrical relation between ~L and ~n determines the level curves in the process
of shading. The vector ~n is invariant, and consequently the integrated surface
is invariant as well; and which satis�es the conservation law of Hamilton-Jacobi
equations[2, 20].

3 Derivation of analytical solution

The direct interpretation of the SFS problem provides the same conclusion as that
of previous section. The angle of intersection by two normal vectors is equivalent to
that by two corresponding tangent planes and vice verse. That is, when ~L ? �pl;ql

and ~n ? �p;q ,
~L � ~n � cos � � �pl;ql \ �p;q: (3)

The intersection by two planes generates a line in the direction of ~t as is shown
in Fig. 6. The angle � in the �gure is de�ned by the direction of the vector ~tG
which corresponds to the orthogonally projected vector of ~t. The existence of this
line is supported by the existence and intersection of two planes �p;q and �pl;ql ,
or the existence of the SFS problem itself; and this is another manifestation of
the continuity because the tangent surface is de�ned in continuous domain. Then
this line is represented by a angle �, which is another presentation of the vector ~t;
where the angle � is that of the vector ~h. These two angles which are independent
each other satisfy eq. (2) simultaneously, and hence these constrain the problem
orthogonally. This is same conclusion as that of Sect. 2.2.
The stable value of � at each pixel position on a digital image can be deter-

mined by �tting the brightness distribution of neighboring pixels into bi-linear or
higher order distribution function. For example, bi-linear approximation function
G(X;Y ) is described as

�X + �Y = G(X;Y )�  � �(X;Y ) (4)

where (X;Y ) denotes the position of central pixel,  the mean value of neighboring
pixels, and �(X;Y ) the resultant error of �tting which should be minimized[8]. The

angle �, described by � = tan�1
�
�

�

�
, is de�ned along the clock-wise direction by

�xing the direction of brightness variation outward from the high (H) to the low(L)
as is shown in Fig. 7 in order to assign unique orientation of the vector ~tG.
The general equation of this line is then described as

Y cos� = X sin�; tan � =
�

�
(5)
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and the equations of two planes �pl;ql and �p;q are, respectively, described as

�pl;ql = �plX � qlY + Z1(X; Y ) = 0; (6)

�p;q = �pX � qY + Z2(X;Y ) = 0: (7)

The subtraction of eq. (7) from eq. (6) becomes

(p� pl)X + (q � ql)Y = 0 (8)

because Z1(X;Y ) = Z2(X;Y ) at the center of each pixel.
The general linear relation between p and q is then derived from eqs. (5) and (8)

(p � pl) cos� = �(q � ql) sin�: (9)

This indicate that p and q are linearly connected because these are constrained by
the equation of plane, i.e. by eq. (7).
The solution then can be derived w.r.t. the general case and special cases.

1) General case when � 6= N
2
� (N : integer)

After rewriting eq. (9) into

p = �q tan� + (pl + ql tan �); (10)

and after assigning R � Ro

p
1 + p2l + q2l , new form of eq. (2) becomes

R =
1 + plp+ qlqp
1 + p2 + q2

: (11)

By substituting eq. (10) into eq. (11) for the elimination of p and by solving the
resultant equation w.r.t. q, the following set of analytical solutions having two
degrees of freedom is derived

q =
B �R

p
D

A
; p = �q tan� + (pl + ql tan�); (12)

where
A � R2 sec2 �� (ql � pl tan�)

2;

B � (pl + ql tan �)
�
R2 tan� + pl(ql � pl tan�)

�
+ (ql � pl tan �);

D � �
sec2 �+ (pl + ql tan�)

2
�
(1�R2)+(pl+ql tan�)

2(1+p2l+q
2
l )+(ql�pl tan�)2:

Let (p; q+) be the positive solution represented by q+=(B+R
p
D)=A, and (p; q

�

)
be another one by negative sign; then (p; q+) and (p; q

�

) correspond to convex and
concave solution of surface when the over-head light source is used.

2) Special cases
a) When � = N

2
� (N : even integer)

Equation (9) is satis�ed only when p=pl because cos�=1 and sin�=0. The
solution becomes

q =
ql �

p
q2l + 4R2(1 + p2l )(1 �R2)

2R2
; p = pl: (13)
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b) When � = N
2
� (N : odd integer)

In the same way, q=ql because cos �=0 and sin � = 1. The solution becomes

p =
pl �

p
p2l + 4R2(1 + q2l )(1�R2)

2R2
; q = ql: (14)

c) When Ro=1, that is at classical singular point
Because in eq. (12) A,B and D become, respectively,

A � sec2 � + (pl + ql tan�)
2; B � ql

�
sec2 �+ (pl + ql tan�)

2
�
; D � 0;

the non-singular solution which is consistent with the intuitive result becomes

p = pl; q = ql: (15)

d) When Ro=0, that is in occluding boundary
When � 6= N

2
� (N : odd integer), using (1 + plp+ qlq) = 0 and eq. (10)

q = �1 + pl(pl + ql tan�)

ql � pl tan�
; p = �q tan� + (pl + ql tan�): (16)

When �=N
2
� (N : odd integer), using the fact that q=ql and eq. (10)

q = pl; p = �1 + q2l
pl

: (17)

e) When �=�=0 in eq. (4)
This corresponds to the special case that the surface is locally a plane, that

is both the principal curvatures �1 and �2 are identically zero. The solution of
this point should be interpolated from other points having the analytical solution
because the solution is not exist by our approach.

The derived solutions exist at every point of image when the surface is not a
plane locally. That is, these are analytical solutions, and neither iteration nor
global propagation starting from a special condition is needed. Therefore, we
believe that the proposed scheme is superior to conventional approaches. The
uniqueness of solution is guaranteed only at classical singular points, which are
not singular in actual, and in occluding boundary; therefore there generally exist
two independent solutions which are ambiguous due to the non-linear property of
the SFS problem. The solutions are weak because these are basically C1 continuous
w.r.t. C2 continuous surface; therefore the solutions cause topological problem in
the integration process[15] at critical points when the role of convex/concave w.r.t.
the position of light source is switched.

4 Discussions and conclusions

We discussed the concept of a new geometrical approach in solving the SFS
problem and derived the C1 continuous weak analytical solutions of this problem.
Several ad hoc constraints have been used in numerous approaches by assuming

that the SFS problem is ill-constrained. However, we showed that this problem
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is bound by at least two constraints, two angles � and �, which come from the
de�nition of the problem itself and which is conceptually supported by previous
works in LCPM, and that the constraints are orthogonal each other. Consequent-
ly, our work indicates that ad hoc constraints will be needless. For example, the
constraint of occluding boundary[13] is just a natural result of the analytical so-
lution as was shown and as has been pointed out by a previous research[18]. It
is already known that several constraints, classi�ed as a sort of smoothness con-
straints, cause over-smoothed results in some cases. This corresponds to a typical
mathematical fault which solves a problem by using non-orthogonal constraints
because the smoothness or the continuity already constrains the problem by as-
suming the existence of local slopes, i.e. that of the problem itself, which are
de�ned on smoothly varying domain. Whereas, we resolved the assumption of the
problem and showed that the problem is composed of two orthogonal constraints.
We showed that a set of C1 continuous analytical solutions exists at any point

of a digital image even at classical singular points and in occluding boundaries.
This proves the existence of solution. The solution is weak because the C1 contin-
uous solution is obtained w.r.t. the C2 continuous surface. The weakness causes
a combination and topology problem in the integration process[15]; i.e. we should
select one prefer solution, using the condition of C2 continuity and using another
assumption about convexity or concavity of object, between two possible combi-
nations: (p; q+) and (p; q

�

). This indicate that the SFS problem is not unique but
has two degrees of freedom due to the non-linear property of the problem.
We believe that the derivation of this analytical solution has signi�cant meaning

in the fact that this solution makes it possible to calculate the tangent surface of
object using shade information fastly and reliably without doing iteration when
constant albedo of surface is already known. The proposed geometrical concept can
be applied to the method of two-image photometric stereo for the shape recovery of
object having three unknown parameters: p, q and albedo � which is non-constant
globally. This is because the SFS problem is composed of two constraints.
In our previous research[4], it has been shown that the shape recovery problem

of a cylindrical object in real environment can be solved directly using two shade
images. Further researches shall be done in the shape recovery of general objects
using two shade images by combining the idea of the previous and that of this
research.
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